
1993 TIME Almanac for Windows

Relive yesterday's event.  Understand today's news.  

Experience tomorrow's technology with the 1993 TIME Almanac - the complete current
events and news reference program on CD-ROM.

Working directly with TIME and CNN NEWSROOM, Compact Publishing, Inc. now offers a
comprehensive collection of TIME magazine articles, photos charts and maps, along with
nearly 60 minutes of current and historical videos, in a convenient CD-ROM format.

TIME Weekly Issues - The full text of every TIME magazine from 1989 through January 4, 
1993.  Review recent events and gain perspective on how they really happened, just as if you 
kept every copy of the magazine.

TIME Highlights/Decades - All the important articles and coverage from 1923 to 1988.  Revisit 
the past though the words and pictures of the time.

TIME Highlights/Elections - Complete new coverage of all presidential campaigns since 1924 
- see and hear the candidates in action.

TIME Portraits - In-depth articles, cover stories, videos, and photo essays.  Meet the 
fascinating personalities that shaped our century. Learn about the public and private lives of 
Henry Ford; Adolf Hitler; Albert Einstein; Martin Luther King, Jr.; John F. Kennedy and the 
leaders of the Women's Movement.

Newsquest - The quiz that challenges your knowledge of the news.  The ultimate challenge - 
hours of fun and enjoyment.  Fill in the answers to 1,500 questions from 1989 through 1992, 
taken from TIME.  Identify the author of the TIME quote.

United States - New Directory of the 103rd Congress, complete profiles on the people, 
government, economy and environment of each state, with full-color maps.  Over 400 tables 
from the U.S. Statistical Abstract, Documents of American History, area codes, zip codes, and 
postal rates.

World - Complete 1992 CIA World Factbook plus U.S. State Department notes on more than 
200 countries, with full-color maps.  All the information contained in print almanacs and much 
more.



For additional product information contact:
   Compact Publishing, Inc.

P.O. Box 40310
Washington, DC  20016
Tel: 202-244-4770
Fax: 202-244-6363

Or to place an order, call our sales department at 
1-800-964-1518.

System Requirements:
    -     386SX microprocessor or higher.
    -     3M of RAM
    -     1.1M of hard disk space on your computer.
    -     MPC compliant CD-ROM drive.
    -     Windows 3.1 installed.
    -     MSCDEX version 2.2 or later.
    -     VGA+ graphics card and monitor (you must have
          at least 512K bytes of video ram to display the 
          program in 256 colors.)
    -     Windows compatible audio board.
    -     Headphones or speakers.


